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Abstract Catalytic hydrodesulfurization (HDS) techni-
que is widely used for clean gasoline production. However,
traditional HDS catalyst (CoMo/γ-Al2O3) exhibits high
hydrogenation performance of olefins (HYDO), resulting
in the loss of gasoline octane number. To achieve high
HDS/HYDO ratio, the key issue is to reduce the interaction
between active metals and the support, therefore, in this
research, the modified CoMo/γ-Al2O3 catalysts with
various boron amounts were investigated under traditional
or microwave heating. The effects of preparing methods as
well as boron amounts on the active phase, acidic
properties and HDS catalytic activities were examined.
Results show that the modification, especially under
microwave treatment, can significantly weaken the inter-
action between the active component and the support by
enlarging the surface area and pore diameter, and reducing
the acidity of the support. As a result, the stacking numbers
of MoS2 slabs were obviously improved by the modifica-
tion and microwave treatment, contributing to higher edge/
rim ratio, and resulting in higher HDS performance and
selectivity to olefin.

Keywords CoMo catalyst, boron modification, surface
acidity, microwave heating, selective hydrodesulfurization

1 Introduction

Today, with the new strict environmental regulations, the
maximum sulfur content allowed in transportation fuels
has been reduced, in many countries, to very low levels
(less than 10 mg$L–1) [1,2]. In China, fluid catalytic
cracking (FCC) gasoline is the major sulfur contributor to
commercial gasoline. Hydrodesulfurization (HDS) is an

effective technology for clean gasoline production [3].
Hydrotreating catalysts with Co(Ni)-Mo mixed sulfide on
an acidic carrier such as γ-alumina are widely used in the
HDS processes. However, traditional HDS catalyst
exhibits high activities for both HDS and hydrogenation
of olefins, and the latter will cause a serious loss of
gasoline octane number [4]. Hence, the design and
preparation of highly active catalysts with lower hydro-
genation activity are highly desirable.
In recent years, considerable efforts have been made to

develop the CoMo/Al2O3 catalyst to improve the HDS
activity and selectivity. It has been well accepted that the
morphology and catalytic activities of the HDS catalyst
mainly depend on the crystallographic structure and
surface properties of the alumina support [5]. The Co-
Mo-S model, proposed by Topsøe et al. [6–8], where Co
located on the edge sites of highly dispersed MoS2
crystallites, has been accepted as the catalytically active
phase in CoMo sulfide catalysts. Based on their intrinsic
catalytic activities, there are two types of Co-Mo-S phases.
It is believed that the Co-Mo-S I is associated with highly
dispersed single-layer MoS2 particles, maintaining strong
interactions with the support by forming Mo-O-Al bond;
whereas Co-Mo-S II phase is related to MoS2 particles
mainly stacked and not linked to the support, showing
higher intrinsic HDS activities [9]. It is known that HDS
performance depends on the physicochemical properties of
the support. The interaction between the alumina and the
active metal oxide precursor is a crucial factor in
determining the metal dispersibility. A strong interaction
may result in poor sulfidation of Mo species, as well as
partial loss of the promoter to the alumina matrix by
forming an inactive spinel structure during the hydrotreat-
ing reaction [10]. In order to control the surface properties
of the support and the dispersibility and reactivity of the
active phases, the support is often modified.
Boron modification of the hydrotreating catalysts has

unraveled that the application of boron provokes changes
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in structural characteristics, the acidic properties of the
supports and catalysts, the morphology of the active
components, and the catalytic activity in HDS reactions
[11–17]. Peil et al. [1] confirmed that with the incorpora-
tion of boron to the catalyst, the acidity of the carrier was
adjusted, resulting in higher activities of CoMo/Al2O3 and
NiMo/Al2O3 catalysts for HDS reactions. Similarly, boron
introduction can regulate Brønsted acidity of the supports
and modify the electronic properties of the sulfide sites
[10,19]. Changing acidity may associate with different
interactions of boron with alumina. Houalla and Delmon
[20] proposed that the alumina acidity increased due to the
boron addition through the formation of Al-O-B-O-Al
bonds. However, most researches highlighted that the
addition of boron decreased the chemical interaction
between the supported metal and alumina. Usman et al.
[16] concluded that boron modification improved the
catalyst’s performance by weakening the interactions
between molybdenum oxides and Al2O3 surface, thus
leading to a shift of the types from a less active Co-Mo-S I
to a more active Co-Mo-S II phases. The weakened
interactions between Mo species and Al2O3 surface
concomitantly resulted in a decrease in the dispersion of
Mo species in CoMo/Al2O3 catalysts, in agreement with
the results of Morishige and Akai [21]. Furthermore,
Lewandowski and Sarbak [22,23] found that boron did not
change the pore volumes significantly, while increased the
pore diameters to 20, 25, 30 and 40 Å in comparison with
the unmodified catalyst, resulting in better sulfidation of
the supported metals. Moreover, the combination usage of
boron with other additives, such as phosphorus [24,25] or
fluorine [15], will intensify a positive boron influence.
Microwave heating technology has been employed to

improve the desulfurization performance of liquid fuels
due to its dedicated heating mechanism [26]. Furthermore,
it has been revealed by several researches that the active
components of the catalyst prepared by microwave were
uniformly distributed, and the load amount was highly
increased [27–29]. Researchers also embodied that the
HDS catalysts prepared by microwave exhibited lower
metal-support interaction (MSI), higher reaction perfor-
mance [30,31]. However, the preparation of boron
modified HDS catalyst under microwave conditions has
not been reported. This paper systematically studied the
application of microwave in catalyst preparation. Alumina
decorated with B was used as a support for CoMo catalyst.
Catalysts’ characteristics and their HDS performance were
investigated in detail.

2 Experimental

2.1 Supports preparation

The pseudo-boehmite was used as a precursor of the
alumina carrier and calcined in a muffle furnace at 500 °C

for 6 h to prepare γ-Al2O3 support, labeled as AlB-0. While
AlB-x was denoted as the catalyst with B2O3 loading
content of x%.
A series of B2O3/γ-Al2O3 modified supports were

prepared by the incipient wetness impregnation method
(adopting 35% excess solvent) and referred as AlB-0.5,
AlB-1.0, and AlB-2.0, respectively. Boric acid (Aladdin,
China) as a source of boron was dissolved in distilled water
to prepare the impregnation solution, the solution was then
added to the pre-weighed γ-alumina and dried at 80 °C and
120 °C for 2 h respectively, and underwent calcination at
500 °C for 6 h to obtain B2O3/γ-Al2O3 supports. Similarly,
the boron-modified γ-Al2O3 containing 2.0% B2O3 under
microwave irradiation was named as AlB-2.0(MW).
Whereas when used microwave, the drying time was
shortened to 1 h at the same temperatures, and the
calcination at 500 °C was only for 2 h.

2.2 Catalysts preparation

The above boron-modified γ-Al2O3 supports were used to
prepare CoMo catalysts by the incipient wetness impreg-
nation method (adopting 35% excess solvent). Hexaam-
monium molybdate ((NH4)6Mo7O24$4H2O, 1.8391 g,
Aladdin, China) was dissolved in 28.53 g of ammonia
(NH3$H2O, 25 wt-%, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagents
Factory) at 50 °C. Cobalt nitrate (Co(NO3)2$6H2O, 1.9402
g, Aladdin, China) was then slowly added to the above
solution. After impregnation of the modified support with
the mixture, the catalysts thermally treated at 500 °C in the
atmosphere of air for 6 h and was then tableted and crushed
to 40‒60 mesh for use. All catalysts contained 15 wt-%
MoO3 and 5 wt-% CoO.

2.3 Catalyst characterization

N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms were performed to
measure the surface area and pore structure properties of
the supports on an automated gas sorption instrument
(Micromeritics TriStar 3020). The specific surface area
was determined by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
formula, and the pore size distribution was obtained via the
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda method.
Scanning electron microscopic analysis (SEM, ZEISS

GeminiSEM 300) was used to study the surface structures.
Acidic characterization of the oxidized supports was

carried out on PerkinElmer Lambda 950 infrared spectro-
meter. The pyridine-Fourier transform infrared (py-FTIR)
spectra of the catalysts were collected at 200 °C and 350 °C
using a spectrophotometer, while 200 °C spectra were used
to calculate the number of total acid sites, and the 350 °C
counterpart were used to calculate the number of the strong
acid sites. The acids amount can be calculated as follows:

CB ¼ 1:88⋅AB⋅R
2

m
, (1)
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CL ¼ 1:42⋅AL⋅R
2

m
, (2)

where CB and CL represent the acid amounts of Bronsted
(B) acid and Lewis (L) acid (mmol$g–1), respectively. R is
the radius (cm) of the tablet sample, and m is the sample
mass (mg). AB and AL are the peak areas of the absorption
peaks of Bronsted acid and Lewis acid, respectively.
Analysis of H2 temperature-programmed reduction (H2-

TPR) was carried out on a ChemStar TPX (Anton Paar)
with 0.1 g oxidized catalysts. The samples were first
pretreated at 450 °C for 2 h under Ar stream and then
cooled to room temperature. After that, the sample was
heated to 1000 °C at a rate of 10 °C$min–1 in H2/Ar mixed
gases (10 vol-% Ar) with a flow rate of 40 mL$min–1. A
thermal conductivity detector recorded the signals to
obtain TPR curves.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) measurement for the sulfided catalysts was
carried out on a Tecnai G2 STWIN field emission
transmission electron microscope (FEI F20, USA). The
quantitative statistical analysis of the stacking layer
number and the length of MoS2 slabs have been applied
based on at least 20 representation micrographs taken from
different parts of the sample, about 400–600 slabs were
counted for each catalyst. Combining the statistical results
with the following formulas to calculate the average slab
length (L) and stacking number (N ). MoS2 dispersion
(DMo) is determined by the following equations:

L ¼

Xn

i¼1

xiLi

Xn

i¼1

xi

, (3)

N ¼

Xn

i¼1

xiNi

Xn

i¼1

xi

, (4)

where Li andNi are the length of MoS2 slab and the number
of stacking layers, respectively, and xi is the number of
slabs with the length of Li.

DMo ¼
Moe þMoc

MoT
¼

Xt

i¼1

ð6ni – 6Þ

Xt

i¼1

ð3n2i – 3ni þ 1Þ
, (5)

where Moe and Moc are the numbers of Mo atoms at the
edge and corner sites; MoT is the total number of Mo
atoms; ni is the number of Mo atoms along one side of a
MoS2 slab calculated by its length ( L = 3.2� (2ni – 1) Å),

and t is the total number of layers in the HRTEM
micrographs
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the

sulfided catalysts was performed on a Thermo Fisher
K-Alpha spectrometer (USA). Sulfurized catalysts are
obtained under the same reaction conditions as the
catalytic activity evaluation in the following section. The
C1s peak (284.8 eV) was used as the reference for
calibration. The relative contents of MoS2, Mo5+, Mo6+,
Co-Mo-S, Co9S8 and Co

2+ species were obtained by using
the XPSPEAK software.

2.4 Catalytic performance evaluation

The HDS performance was investigated in a continuous
fixed-bed reactor loaded with 3.0 g catalyst. All fresh
catalysts were presulfided with a mixture of H2 and a
stream containing 3 wt-% CS2 in cyclohexane; presulfiding
reactions were carried out in four steps at 150 °C 1 h, at
230 °C 1 h, at 280 °C 1 h and 320 °C 4 h respectively.
After pre-sulfidation, the HDS activity and selectivity to

olefin were studied of FCC gasoline achieved from
Yanshan Petrochemical Co., Ltd. (sulfur content:
510 mg$L–1). The hydrotreating experiments were carried
out under the following conditions: weight hourly space
velocity = 2.0 h–1, P = 2 MPa, H2/oil = 200 (vol/vol), and T
= 220 °C-260 °C.
The activity and selectivity of the catalysts can be

calculated based on Eqs. (6–8):

HDS% ¼ Sf – Sp
Sf

� 100, (6)

HYDO% ¼ Of –Op

Of
� 100, (7)

HDS

HYDO
¼ lnð1 –HDS%Þ

lnð1 –HYDO%Þ, (8)

where Sf and Sp are the mass fractions of sulfides in the
feedstock and products, which were analyzed using an
Agilent 7890A sulfur chromatography. Of and Op are the
mass fractions of olefins in the feedstock and products,
which are determined by gas chromatography.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Structure characterization

The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of the supports
were analyzed and shown in Fig. 1. The textural and
structural characterization results are listed in Table 1. The
adsorption-desorption isotherms of the AlB-0, AlB-2.0 and
AlB-2.0(MW) exhibit obvious hysteresis loop, which
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belong to typical type IVadsorption isotherm, indicating of
the mesoporous structure. As shown in Table 1, the surface
areas of modified alumina under conventional treatment
show an apparent decrease in the textural characteristics
(for example, surface areas, volumes and average pore
sizes), which should be caused by the impregnation
method prepared for the modified supports. However, the
textural characteristics have been found significantly
improved by microwave heating.

The increase of the surface area of microwave prepared
supports is thought due to the rapid and selective heating of
dipole molecules under microwaves, which would cause
rapid dehydroxylation and the formation of more clean and

open pore structures as verified through the SEM images
(as shown in Fig. 2). From the images, after the
introduction of boron to the alumina, there is no obvious
difference between AlB-0 and AlB-2.0. However, a
significant distinction can be found between AlB-2.0 and
AlB-2.0(MW), indicating that microwave electrified has a
major effect on the preparation of alumina supports. In the
conventional method, the support is heated by convective
heat transfer from the high-temperature area and by
conduction from the surface to the core. The temperature
on the surface is higher due to the poor thermal
conductivity of alumina support, making the process of
dihydroxylation difficult. However, the principle of
microwave heating is based on the interaction between
the electromagnetic field and the polar molecules, so that
the energy transfer is not governed by conduction or
convection as in conventional heating [32]. Thus, the
temperature inside the support is higher than its surface due
to the inside heat cannot escape in time, resulting in rapid
dihydroxylation process. The inner paths of the pores were
mainly formed during hydroxyl removal.

3.2 Py-FTIR characterization of supports

Py-FTIR spectroscopy was employed to determine the
strength and types of acid sites of the supports (Fig. 3). The
total number of acid sites obtained based on the py-FTIR
spectra at 200 °C, and the 350 °C counterpart were used to
calculate the number of strong acid sites. It is obvious that
four peaks at 1450, 1488, 1576 and 1617 cm–1 in the range
of 1400–1700 cm–1 are observed, which can be ascribed to
Lewis acid sites according to the literature [33–35]. The
adsorption peak at 1540 cm–1 which is considered as
Brønsted acid site was not detected. It can be seen that the
boric acid-modified supports result in a decrease in the
amount of total acid sites from 102.6 to 71.5 mmol$g–1 and
medium and strong acid sites decrease from 55.8 to
47.7 mmol$g–1. Adopting to microwave heating instead of
traditional heating to prepare binary composite supports,
the amount of total acid sites increased slightly to
83.9 mmol$g–1, while the amount of strong acid on the
surface of boron-modified alumina was further reduced to
28.8 mmol$g–1. These results are attributed to the
interaction between boron acid and hydroxyl groups,
which may lead to the consumption of more hydroxyl
groups [36]. The introduction of microwave may promote
this reaction.

3.3 H2 temperature-programmed reduction

In order to investigate the interaction between the active
components and support, the catalyst was characterized
through H2-TPR. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the
prepared catalysts exhibit two extinctive peaks in the
ranges of 350 °C–550 °C and 700 °C–950 °C. The

Fig. 1 (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and (b) pore size
distribution curves of prepared supports: AlB-0, AlB-2.0 and AlB-
2.0(MW).

Table 1 Textural properties of the prepared supports

Samples SBET/(m
2$g–1) V/(cm3$g–1) DBIH/nm

AlB-0 301 0.9400 8.1

AlB-2.0 269 0.9046 7.3

AlB-2.0(MW) 292 0.9406 11.7
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low-temperature peak originates from the reduction of Mo
(Mo6+ to Mo4+) of the octahedrally polymetric hexa-
coordinated Mo species, indicating a weaker MSI, which
favors the formation of Co-Mo-S II type phase; the high-
temperature peak corresponds to the deep reduction (Mo4+

to Mo0) of the tetrahedral coordinated monomeric Mo
species ([Al2(MoO4)3]) and maintains a strong MSI [37].
Apparently, the addition of boron strongly shifted both
peaks to the left, which manifests that boron addition could
weaken the strength of metal-support, making the metal
oxides easier for reduction. Furthermore, the area of the
low-temperature reduction peak was significantly
improved, suggesting that boron not only weakened the
mutual interaction between the active component and the
support, but also increased the number of octahedral hexa-
coordinated Mo species. The decrease in the reduction
temperature and the increase of the low-temperature peak
area further suggest that boron modification can effectively
reduce the MSI and is beneficial to the formation of the
active Co-Mo-S II active phase in the subsequent
sulfidation process. The results are consistent with the
above py-FTIR analysis. The reason is mainly thought to
be due to the formation of Al-O-B-O-Al after boron
insertion, which would reduce hydroxyl groups, weaken
the MSI [20].
According to the reports in the literature, microwave can

alter the interaction between the active component and the
support [31]. Therefore, the 2% boron modified catalyst
prepared by conventional and microwave heating methods

were characterized by H2-TPR. From Fig. 4, the reduction
peak of AlB-2.0(MW) has a further shift to the left
compared to that of AlB-2.0. It is worth noting that the
peak area of low-temperature reduction peak of AlB-2.0
(MW) becomes larger, highlighting that microwave-
assisted preparation of AlB-2.0(MW) support can induce
a larger number of octahedral hexa-coordinated Mo
species with weaker interaction with the support, forming
more highly active Co-Mo-S II phases after sulfuration. In
addition, AlB-2.0(MW) exhibits another peak at 525 °C,
which may be the reduction peak of b-CoMoO4, which is
thought of a good precursor to form Co-Mo-S active phase
since the interaction between b-CoMoO4 and alumina
support is weak and thus prevents the loss of Co to inactive
species such as CoAl2O4 and Co3O4 [38–40].

3.4 HRTEM of sulfide catalysts

The specific distribution of active components over
alumina surface after boron modification was investigated.
HRTEM characterization was carried out on AlB-0, AlB-
2.0, AlB-2.0(MW) catalysts respectively to study the effect
of microwave heating on the morphology of active
components. The typical morphology of MoS2 slabs is
displayed in Fig. 5, wherein the black linear stripes belong
to MoS2 slabs. The distribution of slab lengths and
stacking layer numbers of MoS2 crystallites are presented
in Fig. 6.
Suitable higher stacking layer numbers of MoS2

Fig. 2 SEM images of (a) AlB-0, (b) AlB-2.0 and (c) AlB-2.0(MW).
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crystallites facilitate the formation of more Co-Mo-S II
active phases [4]. MoS2 phases over AlB-0 catalyst are
mainly distributed in monolayer, which processes more
Mo-O-Al bonds resulting in strong MSI, and more Co-Mo-
S I phases [39]. However, AlB-2.0 catalyst contains a
higher degree of stacking slabs, with the proportion of
monolayer structure decreasing sharply from 65% to about
20%, while the proportion of two-layer and three-layer

structures climbing to 35% and 15% respectively, and that
of the four-layer structure from the original 1% to 13%. It
confirms that boron modification can effectively weaken
the MSI, thereby increase the number of stacking layers of
the active phase and the desulfurization active sites.
The HRTEM results are consistent with those from H2-

TPR analysis. Compared with AlB-2.0, the AlB-2.0(MW)
catalyst prepared by microwave heating exhibits a weaker
MSI by further reducing the proportion of the monolayer
and two-layer structures from 20% to about 10%, and 34%
to 30%, respectively, but boosting those of the three- and
four-layer active phase structures to 38% and 22%
respectively. Based on the data in Fig. 6(a), the average
stacking layer number (N ) was also calculated and
summarized in Table 2. The results manifest the above
discussions, that is, N of MoS2 slabs on the sulfided
catalysts increase in the order: AlB-0 (1.52)<AlB-2.0
(2.27)<AlB-2.0(MW) (2.72). The rise in the average slab
numbers of active phase crystallites could increase the
edge/rim ratio, providing more number of the desulfuriza-
tion activity sites, and leading to efficient growth of HDS/
HYDO selectivity [34].
From Fig. 6(b), modification has little effect on the

average cluster length compared to that on the stacking

Fig. 4 H2-TPR curves of different boron contents over the
modified catalysts.

Fig. 3 Py-FTIR spectra of different boron contents over the
modified supports at (a) 200 °C and (b) 350 °C. L represents Lewis
acid and B for Brønsted acid.

Fig. 5 HRTEM images of the sulfide catalysts: (a) AlB-0; (b) AlB-2.0; (c) AlB-2.0(MW).
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numbers. It is clear that the average cluster length increases
in the order AlB-2.0(MW)<AlB-0<AlB-2.0, which
means that microwave heating displays a significantly
reduced cluster length. Although the cluster length has a
significant influence on the number of edge and rim sites,
shorter cluster length contributes to the higher distribution

of the active components on the support [40]. More
importantly, since the microwave-prepared catalyst has
much higher stacking layers, the catalyst has the obvious
advantage of an increased edge/rim ratio (as showed in
Fig. 7). It would increase the amount of desulfurization
activity sites and improve the desulfurization performance.

3.5 XPS characterization

The XPS characterization measurements were carried out,
and the sulfurization degree of Mo species and the Co-Mo-
S phase ratio for the three sulfided catalysts are
summarized in Table 3. The Mo 3d XPS experimental
spectra and their deconvolution results are shown in Fig. 8.
According to the reported literatures [25,41], Mo 3d
spectra can be fitted into the following species: the doublet
at binding energies (BE) of 229.0 � 0.1 and 232.1 � 0.1
eV is originated to Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2 of MoS2 (Mo4+);
the BE of Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2 of MoOxSy (Mo5+) are
230.5 � 0.1 and 233.7 � 0.1 eV, respectively; the doublet
at BE of 233.1 � 0.1 and 236.0 � 0.1 eV is attributed to
Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2 of MoO3 (Mo6+). Besides, the peak
presented at 226.1 eV is assigned to S 2s level of sulfur.
The larger area of peaks related to MoS2 indicates higher
sulfurization.
Mo sulfurization degree (Mosulfurization/Mototal) directly

affects the HDS performance of the catalyst, which can be
defined as Mo4+/(Mo4++Mo5++Mo6+). From XPS ana-
lysis, Mo sulfurization degree increases in the following
order: AlB-0<AlB-2.0<AlB-2.0(MW). The increased
content of Mo4+ can be attributed to the weakenedMSI and
b-CoMoO4 formation, which favors the sulfuridation of
the Mo species to form Co-Mo-S II. It is obvious that the

Fig. 6 (a) Distributions of the stacking number and (b) slab
lengths of the sulfide catalysts.

Table 2 HRTEM analysis results of the sulfided catalysts

Catalyst L /nm N DMo

AlB-0 3.65 1.52 0.31

AlB-2.0 3.79 2.37 0.30

AlB-2.0(MW) 3.34 2.72 0.32

Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of boron influence on MoS2 active phase morphology.
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catalyst prepared by microwave heating further improve
the effect. This result is evidenced by the H2-TPR and
HRTEM results.
The Co 2p3/2 XPS experimental spectra and their

deconvolution results are shown in Fig. 9. According to
the reported literature [40,42], the Co 2p3/2 spectra can be
fitted into the following species: the peaks at BE of
779.2 � 0.1, 781.6 � 0.1 and 778.6 � 0.1 eVare assigned
to Co-Mo-S phase, Co2+ species (CoOx and CoAl2O4) and
Co9S8 phase, respectively. The proportion of Co-Mo-S
phases over the prepared catalysts increase in the same
order of Mo sulfidation degree. The increased content of
MoS2 induced by weak MSI will cause more interactions
between Co and Mo species, which is more conductive to
the formation of Co-Mo-S active phases [40].

3.6 HDS performance of the prepared catalysts

The effects of reaction temperatures on the HDS
performance of FCC gasoline over AlB-0, AlB-2.0 and
AlB-2.0(MW) catalysts were studied and summarized in
Table 4. The results indicate that AlB-2.0 catalyst shows a
higher HDS efficiency than that of AlB-0, e.g., the HDS
ratio increased by 6%–16%, and the elevation degree at
low temperature is higher than that at high temperatures.
Drying and calcining of the catalysts by microwave
heating can significantly improve the HDS activities. The
evaluation results can be reflected from the H2-TPR
analysis. Meanwhile, the incorporation of microwave also
increases the number of octahedral hexacoordinated Mo
species, leading to a larger number of the Co-Mo-S II
active phases, and thus improves desulfurization activity.
It can be seen from Table 5 that the selectivity index of

AlB-2.0(MW) is significantly improved compared to that
of AlB-2.0. HRTEM statistical results indicate that
microwave heating highly increases the MoS2 stacking
number over the surface of γ-Al2O3, from 1.52 to 2.72.
However, the cluster length decreases only from 3.65 to
3.34 nm. Because of that, the edge sites are highly
increased than the corner sites, i.e., the edge/corner ratio of
the catalyst prepared by microwave is highly increased. It
has been well accepted that the edge sites are responsible
for HDS reaction, while the corner sites can catalyze
hydrogenation reactions. The above suggests that the
higher edge/corner ratio can be achieved by microwave-
assisted preparation, hence increasing the number of the
desulfurization activity sites, and reducing the hydrogena-
tion activity sites.

Table 3 Co and Mo species distribution at the surface of the sulfided catalysts

Catalysts
Mo distribution/% Co distribution/%

Mo4+ Mo5 + Mo6 + CoMoS Co2+ Co9S8

AlB-0 47.25 7.87 44.88 25.80 70.04 4.16

AlB-2.0 58.57 7.27 34.16 34.64 60.24 5.12

AlB-2.0(MW) 64.34 6.23 29.43 43.68 49.81 6.51

Fig. 8 Mo3d XPS spectra of the sulfided catalysts: (a) AlB-0; (b)
AlB-2.0; (c) AlB-2.0(MW).
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4 Conclusions

Boron was used as an additive to modify CoMo/γ-Al2O3

catalysts. The physicochemical properties and catalytic
properties of the modified catalysts were analyzed by BET,
SEM, py-FTIR, H2-TPR, HRTEM, XPS and the hydro-
desulfurization evaluation. Results show that the addition
of boron could weaken the interaction between the active
component and the support, and then the number of
stacking layers of the active phases increased, improving
the formation of more highly active Co-Mo-S II active
phases. It should also be noticed that microwave treatment
can efficiently increase the surface area and pore size by
rapid dehydroxylation, leading to the formation of more
clean and open pore structures. The HDS evaluation results
indicated that boron modification not only improved the
desulfurization activity, but also retained more olefin
components, i.e., increasing the selectivity coefficient of
the catalyst.
HDS results from the catalyst prepared by adopting

microwave heating method suggest that microwave
heating benefits to the weaker interaction between the
active component and the support and can improve the
distribution of the active components. The microwave-
assisted catalyst exhibits a higher desulfurization rate,
maintained a lower olefin saturation rate, and hence results
in a greater selectivity factor.
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